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Comedy Writing Workbook
Whether for your desk at home, at school/college for studying, your work or in your bag
on the go this professionally designed 6" x 9" notebook provides the perfect platform for
you to manage your life and record your thoughts and ideas. This Journals pre-lined
pages are ready and waiting to be filled. DETAILS: 120 Blank Lined White Pages
DIMENSIONS: 6" x 9" PERFECT FOR: Everyday Dairy Personal Journal Wedding
Planning Work Lists Creative Doodles College Planning Study Journal Self Motivation
Fitness Planning ORDER NOW!
With tongue planted firmly in cheek, noted novelist and poker raconteur John Vorhaus
pulls off the devastatingly rare "self-spoof," going to town on his and Annie Duke's
bestselling book, DECIDE TO PLAY GREAT POKER. Study the ways of the drunken
master (an Ascended Stairmaster). Correlate drinking frequencies to bluffing
frequencies. Learn not to drink with Finns. Also contains the complete rules of Hold'em
War and important breakthroughs in strip poker. The good news about drinking and
playing poker is if you're a really, really, really, really bad player to begin with, drinking
won't materially hurt your game. Same with this book: If you have no game to begin
with, this won't make it worse.
More Funny for Less Money ? 5 Step System to Write Jokes Faster & Funnier
Introducing the Joke Builder System --> 5 Step System to Write Jokes Faster &
Funnier. You'll be writing jokes that deliver in no time! From page to stage, the Jokes:
Joke Writing Workbook will help transform your funny ideas and stories into stageready material. Developed by a comedian, this is unlike any other joke writing
workbook. Most stand-up comedy notebooks and journals use the same pre-fab
templates. (Dare you to check out the 'Look Inside' feature on other listings.) Boring and
uninspired! Our Joke Builder System is a fresh approach to the process of crafting solid
material. Full disclosure: Your jokes won't write themselves. We're not that good. BUT,
we believe our system will help keep the creative process well-lubed. AND what comic
doesn't appreciate a well-lubed process? ? Check Out the Funny-Inducing Features :
Joke Builder System: 5 Guided Writing Prompts per Joke Developed by Emmy-Winning
Comedian ('cuz comedians aren't a dime a dozen, right?) Plenty o' Room to Workshop
Jokes: Two pages per joke Size Matters: 6x9" Notebook->Great size to work on the go
or on the futon Protection First: Glossy Cover helps repel all kinds of liquids (Don't ask.
Don't tell.) 100% Organic, Free Range & BPA-Free! Nothing worse than being mocked
by a blank page when trying to write new material. This workbook can help turn jokekilling creative blocks into jokes that kill. Bad Perm Unicorn ? Because the world has
never needed more FUNNY than now.
reate the best jokes. Perfect for any aspiring comedian to keep track of all of their
creative and amazing ideas. Makes a great present for anyone into stand up comedy or
any humorous writer. Filled with 120 blank standard 6"x 9" sized pages and a highquality full-color SOFT glossy cover. Blank Notebooks are perfect for: Stocking Stuffers
& Gift Baskets Birthday & Christmas Gifts College / School Notes Graduation & End of
School Year Gifts Summer Travel Journaling Art Classes Doodle Diaries & much
more...
What can you do with a million random words? Crikey, what can’t you do? Create
“exquisite corpse” poetry. Seed your creativity by using some random number of
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random words as the basis for your next short story. Invent delightful party games. Tell
fortunes. Give as a gift to your wise-ass Scrabble friends. Or just read aloud and laugh
yourself stupid. The possibilities are endless (well, no, actually, they end at a million)
when you buy and own your own copy of A Million Random Words. With this ebook on
your smart phone or dumb phone or device, you’re never more than a tap away from
an astounding new collection of uniquely assembled words and phrases. Can you say,
“Waving plateglass forename salp, duckwalked supertonic guilty librettists?” You
couldn’t before, but now you can! A Million Random Words was created using a
proprietary algorithm and has been meticulously copy-edited and vetted by the finest
linguistic scholars. Attractively priced at just $4.99 – less than $0.000005 per word – it
offers a better cost-to-word than any book in the history of print, so order your copy
today. The sooner you do, the sooner you can say, “Cathartic thrill columbic
superwives pushrods” with the full courage of your conviction.
The holidays are an exciting time for children in the classroom and the home. The rich
history and fun celebrations of holidays make students excited both for parties and
learning. The Writing Prompts for Holidays series is a collection of imaginative
situations and questions related to 20 major holidays, including Christmas,
Thanksgiving, Halloween, and more. Third Grade Writing Prompts for Holidays is a
workbook that will help third grade students to start developing their creative writing
skills. Holidays sections in the book include: Christmas and Thanksgiving Halloween
and Easter Independence Day and Veterans Day Labor Day, New Year's Eve, Earth
Day and many more... Bryan Cohen, the author of 1,000 Creative Writing Prompts and
500 Writing Prompts for Kids, has compiled 200 of his best holiday prompts for third
graders in this workbook. Use them for journals, assignments, poems, conversations,
songs, and more!
A straightforward, often humorous workbook approach to comedy writing as creative
problem-solving. In it, veteran Hollywood comedy writer John Vorhaus offers his tools of
the trade to writers, comics, and anyone else who wants to be funny. Among these
indispensable tools are Clash of Context, Tension and Release, The Law of Comic
Opposites, The Wildly Inappropriate Response, and The Myth of the Last Great Idea.
Readers will learn that comedy = truth and pain (the essence of the comic situation),
that fear is the biggest roadblock to comedy (kill the ferocious editor within and rich,
useful comic ideas will flow), and much more.
This book has everything you need to brainstorm, write and create the best jokes.
Perfect for any aspiring comedian to keep track of all of their creative and amazing
ideas. Every other page has a worksheet with space for brainstorming, ideas, funny
connections, related topics, puns, characters and final box to write down the set up and
the punchline. Every other pages has a lined college ruled notebook for writing down
more spontaneous notes. Makes a great present for anyone into stand up comedy or
any humorous writer.

SARCASM The Elements of Humor: Joke Writing Workbook This book has
everything you need to brainstorm, write and create the best jokes. Perfect for
any aspiring comedian to keep track of all of their creative and amazing ideas.
Each page has space for brainstorming, ideas, funny connections, related topics,
puns, and characters. Finally, write down the set up and the punchline. Makes a
great present for anyone into stand up comedy or any humorous writer.
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DETAILS: Dimensions 6" x 9" - a great size to take on the go 100 white pages
Cover has S Ar Ca Sm periodic table of elements meme Makes a great
Christmas gift or birthday present for sarcastic jokers who write jokes periodically.
Click brand name for more nerdy meme planners and books.
The holidays are an exciting time for children in the classroom and the home.
The rich history and fun celebrations of holidays make students excited both for
parties and learning. The Writing Prompts for Holidays series is a collection of
imaginative situations and questions related to 20 major holidays, including
Christmas, Thanksgiving, Halloween, and more. Second Grade Writing Prompts
for Holidays is a workbook that will help second grade students to start
developing their creative writing skills. Holidays sections in the book include:
Christmas and Thanksgiving Halloween and Easter Independence Day and
Veterans Day Labor Day, New Year's Eve, Earth Day and many more... Bryan
Cohen, the author of 1,000 Creative Writing Prompts and 500 Writing Prompts for
Kids, has compiled 200 of his best holiday prompts for first graders in this
workbook. Use them for journals, assignments, poems, conversations, songs,
and more!
Thank you for checking out this book and we hope you find what you are looking
for. We are passionate and committed to publishing the unique, high quality and
professional journals, notebooks, sketchbooks, composition books, scorebooks,
and planners. This Comedy Joke Writing Notebook will help you Get the juices
flowing, brainstorm, write, note and create your own best jokes.- 6"x9" - 110
pages- Matte Cover
Stop memorizing the words of your jokes! Instead, learn how to remember your
material as if you're telling the story. This companion workbook turns Dean's
memory techniques from Chapters 6, 7, and 8 of the paperback, ebook, or audio
book of "Step By Step to Stand-Up Comedy" into a series of easy exercises to
teach anyone, including you, how to remember your material using natural
memory.
Judy Carter, guru to aspiring comedy writers and stand-up comics, tells all about
the biz of being funny and writing funny in this bright, entertaining, and totally
practical guide on how to draw humor from your life and turn it into a career. Do
you think you’re funny? Do you want to turn your sense of humor into a career?
If the answer is yes, then Judy Carter’s The Comedy Bible is for you. The guru to
aspiring stand-up comics provides the complete scoop on being—and
writing—funny for money. If you’ve got a sense of humor, you can learn to make
a career out of comedy, says Judy Carter. Whether it’s creating a killer stand-up
act, writing a spec sitcom, or providing jokes for radio or one-liners for greeting
cards, Carter provides step-by-step instructions in The Comedy Bible. She helps
readers first determine which genre of comedy writing or performing suits them
best and then directs them in developing, refining, and selling their work. Using
the hands-on workbook format that was so effective in her bestselling first book,
Stand-Up Comedy: The Book, Carter offers a series of day-by-day exercises that
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draw on her many years as a successful stand-up comic and the head of a
nationally known comedy school. Also included are practical tips and advice from
today’s top comedy professionals—from Bernie Brillstein to Christopher Titus to
Richard Lewis. She presents the pros and cons of the various comedy
fields—stand-up, script, speech and joke writing, one-person shows, humor
essays—and shows how to tailor your material for each. She teaches how to find
your “authentic” voice—the true source of comedy. And, perhaps most important,
Carter explains how to take a finished product to the next level—making
money—by pitching it to a buyer and negotiating a contract. Written in Carter’s
unique, take-no-prisoners voice, The Comedy Bible is practical, inspirational, and
funny.
Learn joke structure and then write jokes using Dean's original joke writing
system the Joke Prospector. This companion workbook turns each joke writing
technique, from Chapters 1 and 2 of the paperback, eBook, or audio book of
"Step By Step to Stand-Up Comedy," into exercises, so now anyone, including
you, can learn and practice the skills of writing funny jokes.
I WRITE JOKES PERIODICALLY: Joke Writing Workbook This book has
everything you need to brainstorm, write and create the best jokes. Perfect for
any aspiring comedian to keep track of all of their creative and amazing ideas.
Every other page has a worksheet with space for brainstorming, ideas, funny
connections, related topics, puns, characters and final box to write down the set
up and the punchline. Every other pages has a lined college ruled notebook for
writing down more spontaneous notes. Makes a great present for anyone into
stand up comedy or any humorous writer. DETAILS: Dimensions 6" x 9" - a great
size to take on the go 100 white pages Cover features periodic table of elements
meme Makes a great Christmas gift or birthday present for hilarious jokers who
write jokes periodically. Click brand name for more nerdy meme planners and
books.
"Can you tell me how to get to Carnegie Hall?" "Practice, practice, practice."
That's more than a joke; it's solid advice. Consider world-class performers in any
field -- golf, figure skating, music, whatever. One thing you can safely say about
each is that they achieved their level of skill through practice. To excel in any
endeavor, you must work on and perfect your technique. Comedy writing is no
exception. In this book, Emmy-winning TV writer and producer Gene Perret and
professional writer Linda Perret have compiled a collection of over 100 comedy
writing workouts that will challenge your joke writing skills and develop your
sketch and sitcom writing abilities. This book suggests that talent is earned
through observation, study, analysis, and repetition. The authors also encourage
you to analyze your writing, discover where improvement is required, and create
your own skill-creating exercises. The work can be demanding, but that's what it
takes to become a success in any field, including comedy writing. If you study
"Comedy Writing Self-Taught Workbook" -- with or without the companion
volume, "Comedy Writing Self-Taught" -- when your break comes, you'll be
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ready.
Are you ready to get your comedy pump on? For mazillions of years, writers of all
kinds have known that the secret to becoming a great, prolific writer is to write a
lot. Big secret, I know. Another secret of these fancy-pants writers is to use
writing-prompts as a way to kick start their writing sessions. Now you can too,
you jokey bastard! The joke writing workout is a workbook consisting of series of
joke writing prompts for comedy writers, comedians, and those who want to be to
work out their comedy muscles. It trains your brain to work funny by getting you
to come up with punchlines based on provided setups. Even if you never work
with this joke format, it will help your brain to think funnier. What are you waiting
for? This is the greatest book ever written by me!
5 Step System to Write Jokes Faster & Funnier ? More Funny for Less Money
Introducing the Joke Builder System --> 5 Step System to Write Jokes Faster &
Funnier. You'll be writing jokes that kill in no time! From page to stage, The
Jokes: Joke Writing Workbook will help transform your funny ideas and stories
into stage-ready material. Developed by a comedian, this is unlike any other joke
writing workbook. Most stand-up comedy notebooks use the same pre-fab
templates. (Dare you to check out the 'Look Inside' feature on other listings.)
Boring and uninspired! Our Joke Builder System is a fresh approach to the
process of crafting solid material. Full disclosure: Your jokes won't write
themselves. We're not that good. BUT, we believe our system will help keep the
creative process well-lubed. AND what comic doesn't appreciate a well-lubed
process? ? Check Out the Funny-Inducing Features : Joke Builder System: 5
Guided Writing Prompts per Joke Developed by Emmy-Winning Comedian ('cuz
comedians aren't a dime a dozen, right?) Plenty o' Room to Workshop Jokes:
Two pages per joke Size Matters: 6x9" Notebook->Great size to work on the go
or on the futon Protection First: Glossy Cover helps repel all kinds of liquids
(Don't ask. Don't tell.) 100% Organic, Free Range & BPA-Free! Nothing worse
than being mocked by a blank page when trying to write new material. This
workbook can help turn joke-killing creative blocks into jokes that kill. Bad Perm
Unicorn ? Because the world has never needed more FUNNY than now.
Veteran TV writer, Gene Perret, shows you how to "think funny" -- and put it on
paper. These 87 super workouts guide you through the mechanics of writing
jokes, monologues, sketches, and complete scripts.
JOKE NOTEBOOK This book has everything you need to brainstorm, write and
create the best jokes. Perfect for any aspiring comedian to keep track of all of
their creative and amazing ideas. Every other page has a worksheet with space
for brainstorming, ideas, funny connections, related topics, puns, characters and
final box to write down the set up and the punchline. Every other pages has a
lined college ruled notebook for writing down more spontaneous notes. Makes a
great present for anyone into stand up comedy or any humorous writer.
DETAILS: Dimensions 6" x 9" - a great size to take on the go 110 white pages
Well made Matte Cover Makes a great Christmas gift or birthday present for
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hilarious jokers who write jokes. Click the BUY NOW button to get a copy
After their last big con netted them a nice chunk of change, Radar Hoverlander
and his grifter girlfriend, Allie Quinn, have vowed to go straight. But Radar’s
fragile commitment to clean living is put to the test when an oddly hefty lady in
red shows up and stalks him through the streets of Santa Fe. Except that’s no
lady—it’s Radar’s dad, Woody Hoverlander, a world class con artist in his own
right. Radar correctly figures if his dad is in drag, he must be in trouble. Woody is
on the lam, with a Vegas hard guy after him and a large debt to clear. To help
him, Radar must break his vow to leave cons behind—and risk losing Allie, who is
determined to protect their nest egg and steer clear of bad influences. Radar’s
best pal, the usually hapless Vic Mirplo, had started creating art as a con, but
now he’s coming into money as his sculptures start to sell. When Radar needs
someone to flash some cash in Vegas and play the reckless gambler so that he
can get his father off the hook, he reinvents Mirplo as the ultimate high roller--the
Albuquerque Turkey--and dangles him as bait. Art fraud, casino cons, love,
loyalty, and plenty of double- and triple-crosses…they all prove that the odds of
what happens in Vegas staying in Vegas are about as long as Radar
Hoverlander staying straight.
Like all of John Vorhaus's books on writing (The Comic Toolbox, Creativity Rules;
that list goes on), Comedy Writing 4 Life makes the creative process easy, fun
and accessible to absolutely everyone. Whether you're into stand-up, sketch or
improv, situation comedies or comic screenplays, cartoons, video, blogging,
whatever, you're going to find so much value in this slim volume that your head
will literally explode. Literally. Pieces of it will be found for miles around. You'll
learn the fundamental secret of comedy (no secret; comedy is cruelty), how to
use filters to create comic characters, simple storytelling shortcuts, and just tons
more. With pithy advice like, "Fail big!" and plenty of entertaining exercises that
you can do as you go, CW4L presents a simple, effective guide to success in
comedy writing and beyond. If you're serious about being frivolous, this little book
will change your comedy writing for life.
FUNNY SHIT: Joke Writing Workbook Write that sh*t down! This book has
everything you need to brainstorm, write sh-t and create the best jokes. Perfect
for any aspiring comedian to keep track of all of their creative and amazing ideas.
Every other page has a worksheet with space for brainstorming, ideas, funny
connections, related topics, puns, characters and final box to write down the set
up and the punchline. Every other pages has a lined college ruled notebook for
writing down more spontaneous notes. Makes a great present for anyone into
stand up comedy or any humorous writer. DETAILS: Dimensions 6" x 9" - a great
size to take on the go 100 white pages Cover features a photograph of a
microphone Makes a great Christmas gift or birthday present for hilarious
irreverent jokers who love to swear and laugh. Click brand name for more
sarcastic and edgy meme planners and books.
JOKE BOOK: Comedy Writing Workbook This book has everything you need to
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brainstorm, write and create the best jokes. Perfect for any aspiring comedian to
keep track of all of their creative and amazing ideas. Every other page has a
worksheet with space for brainstorming, ideas, funny connections, related topics,
puns, characters and final box to write down the set up and the punchline. Every
other pages has a lined college ruled notebook for writing down more
spontaneous notes. Makes a great present for anyone into stand up comedy or
any humorous writer. DETAILS: Dimensions 6" x 9" - a great size to take on the
go 100 white pages Cover features photograph of a microphone Makes a great
Christmas gift or birthday present for hilarious jokers who write jokes. Click brand
name for more nerdy meme planners and books
Joke Writing Workbook: This book has everything you need to brainstorm, write and
create the best jokes. Perfect for any aspiring comedian to keep track of all of their
creative and amazing ideas. Book Details: 110 Page Good Quality Cover Dimensions
6" x 9" - a great size to take on the go Buy & Enjoy Joke Writing & Making
No one is born a comedy writer. No matter how much innate talent you have, you need
to learn, develop, and hone comedy writing techniques to make it as a professional
comedy writer. Fortunately, the best teachers are as close as your TV set. By studying
the great comedians of the past and present, in current shows, reruns, and DVD
collections, you can give yourself a Ph.D. training in comedy writing. In Comedy Writing
Self-Taught, Gene Perret, a three-time Emmy Award winner and former head writer for
Bob Hope and Phyllis Diller, teaches you how to teach yourself the essential principles
of writing stand-up comedy, sketch comedy, and sitcom scripts-all by observing,
analyzing, and recreating the work of master comedians and comedy writers. Entirely
designed for self-study at home, Comedy Writing Self-Taught shows you how to select
the right "comedy mentor" for your personal style of comedy, how to analyze your
mentor's techniques, and how to use your mentor's principles in your own original
comedy writing. Numerous drills and exercises help you develop your comedy writing
creativity, and there are even more exercises and writing workouts in the companion
volume Comedy Writing Self-Taught Workbook. You'll do the work-and it will require
work-but in return you'll get a master class in professional comedy writing, and you'll
have fun doing it. Book jacket.
FUNNY SHIT: Joke Writing Workbook Write that sh*t down! This book has everything
you need to brainstorm, write sh-t and create the best jokes. Perfect for any aspiring
comedian to keep track of all of their creative and amazing ideas. Every other page has
a worksheet with space for brainstorming, ideas, funny connections, related topics,
puns, characters and final box to write down the set up and the punchline. Every other
pages has a lined college ruled notebook for writing down more spontaneous notes.
Makes a great present for anyone into stand up comedy or any humorous
writer.DETAILS: Dimensions 6" x 9" - a great size to take on the go100 white pagesThe
cover features a photograph of a microphoneMakes a great Christmas gift or birthday
present for hilarious irreverent jokers who love to swear and laugh. Click brand name
for more sarcastic and edgy meme planners and books.
Before getting on stage, learn the tricks of the trade only working comedians know. This
companion workbook offer the performing techniques from Chapters 10 and 11 of the
paperback, ebook, or audio book of "Step By Step to Stand-Up Comedy" as a series of
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easy exercises so anyone, including you, can practice the performing skills that'll turn
you into a polished professional.
This workbook assists and guides you in the process of performing and becoming a
working comedian. Only stage time will give you the experience to apply all the
techniques and skills you've learn in this workbook series. This companion workbook
turns the instructions, advice, and goals from Chapters 9, 12, and 13 of the paperback,
ebook, or audio book of "Step By Step to Stand-Up Comedy" into exercises so you can
learn where to get experience and how to behave like a professional.
This workbook, a must-have for the owners of Judy Carter's "The New Comedy Bible,"
provides a proven method for creating, capturing, and honing comedy material. Think of
it as a "how-to" manual for building a comedy career, joke by joke. It is broken into 5
sections:Section 1: 48 Exercises to Turn Problems into PunchlinesSection 2: Jokes in
Progress by Topic (place to write and work on your material in progress)Section 3: My
Act: Polished Jokes by Topic Section 4: Set Lists (place to store the running order of
your act based on time and theme)Section 5: Morning Writings (writing prompts to
create material)
FUNNY SHIT: Joke Writing Workbook Write that sh*t down! This book has everything
you need to brainstorm, write sh-t and create the best jokes. Perfect for any aspiring
comedian to keep track of all of their creative and amazing ideas. Every other page has
a worksheet with space for brainstorming, ideas, funny connections, related topics,
puns, characters and final box to write down the set up and the punchline. Every other
pages has a lined college ruled notebook for writing down more spontaneous notes.
Makes a great present for anyone into stand up comedy or any humorous writer.
DETAILS: Dimensions 6" x 9" - a great size to take on the go 100 white pages Cover
features a photograph of a microphone Makes a great Christmas gift or birthday
present for hilarious irreverent jokers who love to swear and laugh. Click brand name
for more irreverent and sarcastic meme planners and books.
Learn the writing techniques to make your jokes even funnier, and then assemble them
into performable routines. This companion workbook turns the skills of joke
improvement and routine building from Chapters 3 and 4 of the paperback, ebook, or
audio book of "Step By Step to Stand-Up Comedy" into a series of easy exercises so
you can learn how to make a good comedy show into a great one.
A how-to book on Stand-up Comedy. Part One describes Steve North, the comedy
coach's explanation of and how the reader can discover their own unique comedic
character, or persona. Part two offers a workbook featuring 20 of the best formulas for
writing comedy material for your character. Part three covers clubs, the 'biz', and how to
navigate your career in standup.
The professor of writing analyzes short fiction, sketches, essays, and scripts to discover
the secrets of humorous writing and then offers aspiring writers practical advice on how
to write humor, comedy, satire, parody, and nonsense. Simultaneous. (Literature)
Comedy Writing Self-Taught WorkbookMore Than 100 Practical Writing Exercises to
Develop Your Comedy Writing SkillsQuill Driver Books
Comedy Writing Workbook This book has everything you need to brainstorm, write and
create the best jokes. Perfect for any aspiring comedian to keep track of all of their
creative and amazing ideas. Every other page has a worksheet with space for
brainstorming, ideas, funny connections, related topics, puns, characters and final box
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to write down the set up and the punchline. Every other pages has a lined college ruled
notebook for writing down more spontaneous notes. Makes a great present for anyone
into stand up comedy or any humorous writer.
The holidays are an exciting time for children in the classroom and the home. The rich
history and fun celebrations of holidays make students excited both for parties and
learning. The Writing Prompts for Holidays series is a collection of imaginative
situations and questions related to 20 major holidays, including Christmas,
Thanksgiving, Halloween, and more. First Grade Writing Prompts for Holidays is a
workbook that will help first grade students to start developing their creative writing
skills. Holidays sections in the book include: Christmas and Thanksgiving Halloween
and Easter Independence Day and Veterans Day Labor Day, New Year's Eve, Earth
Day and many more... Bryan Cohen, the author of 1,000 Creative Writing Prompts and
500 Writing Prompts for Kids, has compiled 200 of his best holiday prompts for first
graders in this workbook. Use them for journals, assignments, poems, conversations,
songs, and more!
He has written and produced comedy/talk shows for over fifteen years. Now four-time
Emmy winner Joe Toplyn reveals his proven methods of writing for late-night television
in this one-of-a-kind insider's guide. Toplyn analyzes each type of comedy piece in the
late-night TV playbook and takes you step-by-step through the process of writing it. His
detailed tips, techniques, and rules include: * 6 characteristics every good monologue
joke topic must have* 6 specific ways to generate punch lines* 12 tools for making your
jokes their funniest* 7 types of desk pieces and how to create them* 9 steps to writing
parodies and other sketches * How to go after a writing job in late night* PLUS a
complete sample comedy/talk show submission packetAlso use this comprehensive
manual to write short-form comedy for the Internet, sketch shows, magazines, reality
shows, radio, advertising, and any other medium.
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